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A warm welcome to
WICKERSLEY SCHOOL &
SPORTS COLLEGE
Welcome to our school and to our prospectus.
Moving to secondary school is a very important stage in the
life of your child and we want you to feel comfortable with the
way that the new school works and with the values that it
represents. To this end, we have tried to ensure that this
prospectus gives a true reflection of Wickersley School and
Sports College. If we are going to work together successfully it
is essential that you have confidence in the school you have
chosen.

Elaine Renavent
Headteacher

As an OFSTED Outstanding school (2008 and 2013), we are
a Teaching School, and as the lead school in Wickersley
Partnership Trust, we support a number of other schools in
raising standards.

HEADTEACHER’S INTRODUCTION
Wickersley School and Sports College is an oversubscribed 11-18 school with
more than 2100 students. Our inclusive Sixth Form is particularly strong with
almost 500 young people on roll.
“

play their full part in it.

What this means is that we want our students to leave us as confident,
well-rounded, well-qualified, caring, enthusiastic young people ready to start their
adult lives. At Wickersley, you can expect children to be well taught, and be given
the support they need, and to be pushed and challenged when they need to be.
We promote a high challenge-low fear environment, where students are
encouraged to have a go without fear of making a mistake. We’re an old fashioned
school in many ways, in that we expect students – and staff – to have good
manners, to be polite and respectful to one another, to be tolerant and
considerate. Our school is business-likeand purposeful and students are here to
work hard. Smart dress, good attendance and punctuality underpin our success
and our ethos of high expectations.
There are also countless opportunities to learn, develop, make new friends and
have fun through extra-curricular activities. We’re a Sports College, and there are
over 20 different sports offered throughout the year. In addition to this, we offer
extra-curricular opportunities in drama, music, dance, and many other areas. There
are countless trips, outings and charity events too.
Arguably the single most important thing we need to teach children in their time
with us is resilience. If young people develop their ability to have a go, make a
mistake then bounce back and learn from it, then ultimately, they’ll be better
placed to succeed in the long run.
Wickersley houses the resource base for Secondary Hearing Impaired Pupils.

“We want to send every young
person into the world able and
to play their full part in it”

“Three of my children
have attended
Wickersley School.
Although each child is
different, all three have
been very happy and
have done well. The
school has given them
an excellent start in
life”
Parent

“The most striking thing about
Wickersley is the positive and
supportive attitude that has
been created to encourage the
achievements of every individual.”
Student Teacher

“Wickersley School &
designated an Outstanding
School”
OFSTED
September 2013

Preparation for Transition
We want to make the move from Primary School to
Secondary as positive an experience as we can. To this end,
we collect information about students from primaries
throughout Year 6. In March/April, there is a parents’
information evening and in July, students make the move
to Wickersley School and complete a 2 week transition
programme which runs until the end of the summer term.
During this time, students will become familiar with the
school’s way of working, expectations and layout. They will
experience the new school day first hand and start to build
relationships with peers and staff alike.

“We want to make the
move from Primary
School to Secondary as
positive an experience
as we can.”

Tutor Groups
When they arrive, students are placed into mixed-ability tutor groups. We go to great
lengths to make sure that, although these groups contain students from a mixture of
primary schools, all children are placed with at least one of their chosen friends. They
will almost certainly remain in these tutor groups for the first five years of school.
The Form Tutor is an important figure in your child’s life. This is the
person who will know him/her very well and who is responsible for all the day to day
things such as attendance, general behaviour and group activities.
A Head of Year and Assistant Head of Year will work with the Form Tutor to
support them in this role and to organise any activities that involve the whole year
group. The Head of Year and Form Tutor will usually remain with a particular year or
tutor group for the first five years of their life at school.
One member of the SDP team (Student Development & Progress) will be assigned
to each year group. Where you have any concerns about your child’s development
or any personal matters it is the member of SDP who will deal with it first. You can
work with us to help your child in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•

Making sure that he/she attends regularly, punctually, properly dressed &
equipped.
Ensuring that all homework is done on time by checking personal planners.
Supporting the School’s behaviour policy.
Attending Parents’ Evenings.
Stressing to your child the importance of education by talking to them regularly
about what they have done at school.

Parents’ Evenings
Parents’ Evenings are important events and we urge all parents to attend. It is here that
we have the opportunity to discuss your child’s development on a one to one basis. We
can tell you things that you might not be aware of, and similarly, you can tell us any of the
concerns you have.
However, you do not need to feel that you have to wait for a Parents’ Evening if you have
a concern. We want you to work with us as fully as possible. We can be contacted at any
time if there are problems that you want to discuss with us.

BYOD (Bring your own device)
From September 2017, Year 7 and 12 parents and students have been offered the opportunity to
lease a Chromebook via the school’s IT department for students to use in school and at home.
No student will be disadvantaged by not bringing their own device, and Chromebooks will be
available to borrow from the IT office on a lesson by lesson basis.

Google Apps
Google Classroom and apps are
used in school for enhancing
teaching and learning and as a
means of extending learning
beyond the classroom.
The classroom gives students the
ability to submit assignments,
collaborate on exercises and share
information, both in and out of
lessons. It has proven to be an
engaging and useful tool for
managing the progression of
students at Wickersley School and
Sports College.

Curriculum and Options
WSSC Curriculum from September 2021

English

Maths

Science

PE

Art

MFL

Computing
& ICT

Drama/
Music

Design Tech
x4 Carousel

RS

PSHE

History

Geography

Year 7

3

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

Students requiring literacy or numeracy intervention will have a rotation of MFL and IT.

Literacy

English

Maths

Science

PE

Art

MFL

Computing
& ICT

Drama/
Music

Design Tech
x4 Carousel

RS/PSHE

History

Geography

Year 8

Sets
1-5

0

3

3

2

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

Sets
6-7

1

3

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

Students requiring literacy or numeracy intervention can be withdrawn from one lesson
of MFL.

WSSC Curriculum from September 2022

Literacy

English

Maths

Science

PE

Art

MFL

Computing
& ICT

Drama/
Music

Design Tech
x4 Carousel

RS/PSHE

History

Geography

Year 7 and 8

Sets
1-5

0

3

3

2

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

Sets
6-7

1

3

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

During Year 8, with the help of their teachers and their parents, pupils choose a suite of
subjects they are going to study in Year 9, with the view to specialise further in Year 10
& 11. An additional evening for parents and students about Subject Options is held and
they will have the opportunity to talk with the subject specialists about how to make
the best choices.
Once they have made their choices, each pupil is interviewed by an experienced
member of staff to make sure they have chosen wisely.

Current Model for Years 9, 10 & 11
Year 9
English

Maths

Science

PE

PSHE/RS

3

3

3

1

1

History

Geography

MFL

Year 9 Mini
Options

5

2

2

2-1-2 carousel = each subject has 2 lessons
per week for 2 terms and 1 lesson per week
for 1 term

Suite 1

Suite 2

Along with the Core and EBacc subjects, pupils will study foundation skills in their
chosen areas of the curriculum ready for picking their GCSE subjects for year 10 and 11.
Year 10 & 11
English

Maths

Science

PE

Opt A

Opt B

Opt C

Opt D

4

3

4

1

2

2

2

2

Open options, including Hist, Geog & MFL

Hist, Geog or MFL

During years 10 and 11, pupils will be following their chosen courses and preparing for
GCSE examinations and/or vocational qualifications. At present all pupils continue to
study English, Maths, Science, PSHE and Physical Education. They can then choose
from a wide range of GCSE and vocational qualifications.

Homework
At Wickersley, we regard homework as a subject of particular importance and we expect that
all our pupils will complete it diligently. Often, homework prepares pupils for the following
lesson, or consolidates classroom learning.
Each student is encouraged to record their homework in their google calendar, or on a paper
planner. We ask you to ensure that your child has somewhere at home to work where these
tasks can be completed properly. It is important that you show an interest in your child’s work
and we would like you to talk to them regularly about it. Homework support is also provided
after school by the Curriculum Support Department and the Learning Mentors. A “Homework
Guide For Parents” is avaliable on the school website.

Sex & Relationships Education
PHSE is the main area for the delivery of Relationships & Sexual Health Education. It is
taught within a planned programme of lessons from Years 7-11 by staff who are specially
trained for this role. We promote positive relationships & equality by approaching the
subject openly, sensitively & within a caring context.

Learning Resource Centre (LRC)
The school library is a central resource area which supports the curriculum,
provides leisure & extra-curricular activities in addition to an information
service and support centre to staff & students. An ideal place to come and
complete homework or research, the library has areas for quiet study and
group work, alongside up to date resources including computers, books,
newspapers, journals, magazines and online factual databases. The library plays
a central role in improving the reading culture within school and the wider
community.

The Learning Space
The Learning Space focuses on supporting children with specific or moderate
learning difficulties and those who require literacy intervention. The
department is led by Miss Halima Leifert.
The department delivers small group and one to one teaching to rapidly
improve reading and spelling ages through a range of intervention
programmes, including fresh start.RWL. The department offers support
programmes for SPLD students led by level 3 dyslexic teachers.

Disability Equality Scheme
At Wickersley we do everything within our power to remove barriers to
learning for students with disabilities & strive to ensure all staff, parents &
members of the community with disabilities can access our premises & make
full use of our facilities.
Please contact Mrs Andrea McCann if you require any further information on
this policy or can offer any advice on how we ensure equality of provision to
learners, parents/carers & members of our learning community.

“An ideal place to
come and complete
homework, the library
has areas for quiet
study & group work,
alongside up to date
resources.”

The Hearing Impaired Department
A small number of hearing impaired pupils come to our school. It is our
aim for all students to follow the same curriculum with varying types &
degrees of additional support.
For further information contact J . Campbell who is Head of Department.

Special Education Needs
Some pupils, for a variety of reasons, will need more help than others in
order to be able to work effectively in mainstream classes. These children
will be given individually planned assistance, either with Specialist
Teachers in our modern & well-equipped Curriculum Support
Department or through additional support in the classroom. If, as a
can contact
Mrs C Tunnard or Mrs A McCann.
MONDAY
Warning Bell

Check In

Period 1

Period 2

Break

Period 3

Lunch

Period 4

8:45 8:50 - 9:05 9:05 - 10:20 10:20 - 11:40 11:40 - 12:00 12:00 - 13:15 13:15 - 13:55 13:55 - 15:10
TUESDAY - THURSDAY
Warning Bell

Registration

Period 1

Period 2

Break

Period 3

Lunch

Period 4

8:45 8:50 - 9:05 9:05 - 10:20 10:20 - 11:40 11:40 - 12:00 12:00 - 13:15 13:15 - 13:55 13:55 - 15:10
FRIDAY
Warning Bell

Period 1

Period 2

Break

Period 3

Lunch

Period 4

Check Out

8:45 8:50 - 10:05 10:05 - 11:25 11:25 - 11:45 11:45 - 13:00 13:00 - 13:40 13:40 - 14:55 14:55 - 15:10

THE SCHOOL DAY

CHECK IN: Monday 8:50 - 9:05
CHECK OUT: Friday 14:55 - 15:10

Litter
We expect our students to take pride in our school enviroment &
avoid dropping litter. Chewing gum is not allowed.

Mobile Phones / Electronic Equipment
Mobile Phones are allowed as a tool for learning but must not be
used without a teacher’s permission. See our mobile phone policy
on the school website.

“We want students to take care of their
school, respecting their environment.”

School Uniform

Clip On Tie
Green
Sweatshirt
or Cardigan
Black
Trousers
Black
Shoes

Item

Colour

Logo

Sweatshirt/Cardigan

Bottle Green

Yes

Clip on Tie

Bottle Green/Black/Gold/
Diagonal Stripe

Yes

Coat

Black/Grey Fleece Lined

Optional

PE T-Shirt

Black

Yes

Black with Yellow Flashing

Yes

Hoodie (PE)

Black

Yes

Shorts

Black

Yes

GCSE PE T-Shirt
(GCSE PE Students Only)

PE School Uniform

Black Hoodie

Black Shorts
Black/Bottle Green Socks

Black T-Shirt

Black T-Shirt
with Yellow
Flashing
(GCSE PE
students only)

Black Shorts/Tracksuit
Bottoms

Our authorised distributors of Wickersley School & Sports
College uniform, who work in close partnership with us, are
Pinders Schoolwear, 16 College Walk, Rotherham S60 1QB &
A-Print Ltd, 138 Morthen Road, Wickersley, Rotherham S66 1EA
http://www.pindersschoolwear.co.uk/

Lunchtime Arrangements
Hot or cold meals are available from our canteens and students are
welcome to bring sandwiches if they prefer. The school is open to
students during breaks and lunchtimes and they are trusted to behave well.
Students must stay on the premises
during lunchtime where they can be properly supervised.
Students wishing to go home need to obtain a dinner pass; only a signed letter
from their parents will allow them to obtain one. Only students
going home for lunch will be given a pass, going “to the shops” is not
permitted. If you want your child to go home for lunch, please ensure that
she/he will be under adult supervision.
Hot or cold sandwiches, freshly made by our caterers, are available for
students in the Dining Rooms.

Healthy Schools
Wickersley is an accredited Healthy School in recognition of its
commitment to promoting the physical & emotional wellbeing of all who
study and work here. This ranges from our healthy food options and provision
of drinking water to having a School Council, an effective anti-bullying policy
and high quality PHSE lessons.
Our recent developments with the website will allow for more support,
advice and parental involvement to increase positive emotional health &
wellbeing within our community.

“We make a
massive effort to
ensure that wide
ranging and quality
sporting
opportunities exist
for our students.”

Musical Instrument Tuition
This is provided for most instruments by a team of peripatetic teachers who
visit the school. Some of the lessons take place during the school day &
students may have to miss part of a timetabled lesson to do this.

Clubs
The School offers a wide range of out of school clubs. These change all the
time so whether your child is interested in sport, computing, science or the
be good to take part; you simply have to be willing! Visit our website for
details.

Homework Clubs
Sometimes students want adult help with their homework & sometimes they
want to use computers to access the internet or to present their work in a
particular way. Whatever the reason, whenever students want to stay at school
for extra study we encourage them to do so. The
Curriculum Support Department & Learning Mentors also offer support with
homework every week day from 3:10-4:30pm. Most of the ICT
areas are open & supervised both before & after school as well as at
lunchtimes.

Sport
As you expect from a Sports College, we make a massive effort to ensure
that wide ranging & quality sporting opportunities exist for our students. We
encourage all our students to get involved and we want to help them enjoy
sport, no matter what their own level of participation.
If your child is a talented sports person, we are concerned to develop his/her
talent as far as we can. Sporting activities take place every night of the week as
well as the weekends.

Outdoor Education
Outdoor Education opportunities challenge students to adapt to a wide
range of experiences and activities. This includes kayaking, sailing, climbing,
caving, archery, hill walking and mountain biking. We are fortunate to have
Ulley Reservoir at our disposal, and the experienced staff there ensure that
students can reach their highest possible level of achievement.
Students can enhance their GCSE PE grade, with blocks of activities lasting
encourage all our students to take part in extracurricular activities, with
climbing and kayaking clubs proving to be particularily popular.

Residential Experience
We think that residential out of school experience is important and this includes events
like Kingswood, where all Year 8 students are able to take part in a wide range of
activities. They go in Form Groups, usually accompanied by their own Form Tutor, and
follow a programme of outdoor pursuits and organised local studies.
There is also an opportunity to become involved with the Duke of Edinburgh Scheme
at all levels for those who take their outdoor pursuits seriously. This can be done in
their Year 10 core PE lessons or in extra curricular time.
Wickersley is commited to providing a wide range of activities for all students to access
outdoor pursuits.

Other opportunities available include:
- Annual Skiing Trip
- Languages Trip to France
- Belgium and the First World War Battlefields
- Watersports & Adventure Activities in Southern France
- Annual Sponsored Walk
- Business / Economics Visit to New York / China

Charges
Parents may be asked to pay the cost of the following activities organised by the
school:
- Any board of lodging costs involved in a school journey.
- The costs of tuition & supervision provided by teaching staff engaged
under contracts of service for the purpose of providing the ‘optional
extra’ activity.
- The costs of materials for craft lessons where parents have indicated in
- Transport costs where the majority of the journey takes part out of schools
hours, unless the education provided by this journey is essential for public
Religious Education.
- The cost of repairs to buildings, books, equipment etc. when a pupil’s behaviour
results in such damage.

The Governing Body
The School Governors play a major role in supporting & monitoring the work
of the school. The Governing Body meets each term, in addition to committee
meetings, & is composed of the Headteacher, Parents,
Community, Teaching & Support Staff Governors.
The Chair Person is Mrs D. Morris (please contact via the Clerk to the
Governing Body). The Clerk to the Governing Body is Mrs J. Davison
(jdavison@wickersley.net)
Should you wish to contact any of the above, please telephone school on
01709 542147

Child Protection & Looked After Children
It is a DFE (Government) requirement that each school nominates
someone to be responsible for Child Protection. In this school this is
Mrs J. Betteridge. Mr T. Delight is nominated senior leader for child protection.
Should you wish to contact Mrs Betteridge or Mr Delight, please feel free to
contact the school or send an email to either jbetteridge@wickersley.net or
tdelight@wickersley.net

Communicating with School
Many parents will wish to communicate with the school by email.
All teaching staff have email addresses that follow the pattern of
first initial, last name@wickersley.net e.g sweinrich@wickersley.net
We also have an excellent & constantly updated website at
www.wickersley.net where you can find our school policies.

Ready to Learn - Introduction
At Wickersley School and Sports
College, we want our students to be
able to start their lives post-16 and
post-18, equipped with not only the
qualifications but also skills, attributes
and personal resilience that they
will need in order to deal with the
challenges of further and higher
education and the workplace.

As adults, we know that they will
sometimes face adversity, frustration
and disappointment along the way.
We can’t wave a magic wand to make
the tough times disappear, but we can
work in partnership – school, parents
and families - to help our children
develop the grit and determination
they will need to overcome them and
have a happy, healthy outlook on life.

What is ‘Ready to Learn’?
Recent research into the future of the jobs market suggests that
skills and personal attributes will be increasingly important. As a school, we
will promote the attributes students need in order to develop independence,
responsibility and resilience through form period, assemblies, extra-curricular
opportunities and through the wider curriculum.

Ready to Learn Attributes
Be Organised

•
•
•

Bring the correct equipment and books to school.
Meet deadlines and don’t leave homework until the last minute.
Plan your homework and revision time.

Give it a go and don’t give
up

•
•

It’s ok to make a mistake, so give it a go!
So what if you get something wrong first time? What have you
got to lose?
If you fail, don’t give up - try again!

•

Take Responsibility

•
•
•
•

Go the Extra Mile

•
•
•

Don’t be too quick to blame others when things go wrong –
think about what you could have done differently.
Don’t expect everything to be done for you – take responsibility
for your own learning.
Strive for excellent attendance and catch up on work if you are
absent.
If you make a poor choice or decision, own up to it and learn
from it.
Take notes in lessons - don’t wait to be asked.
Do extra research without being asked.
Love learning – be inquisitive.

Should we let students experience failure?
•

As parents and teachers, it is natural to want to shield our children from
failure and upset, and often we set everything up so that cannot happen.
But are we doing them a disservice by always catching them before they fall,
so that the adult world comes as a shock to them? Experience tells us that
we learn best from our mistakes and that the most valuable achievements
are those we’ve really worked hard for.
FAIL = First Action in Learning!

•

Anxiety and exam stress: fear of failure can often cause anxiety, so as well
as providing a range of support in school, we feel that equipping students to
get over that fear will help students approach exams in a healthier manner.

What skills and attributes will we develop in school?
From Year 7 through to Year 13, students need to be able to manage their own
learning, and skills will be covered in different year groups and different subject
areas and revisited over time. For example, they will learn study skills such as
note-taking, essay writing, revision techniques; they will also look at developing
resilience - bouncing back from adversity.

Wickersley Values
At Wickersley, we believe that all members of the community should strive to
be good citizens and make a positive contribution to the school and the wider
community.
These values underpin our school ethos, and we will promote these as part of
our curriculum.

Tolerance
•
•

•

Regardless of sexuality, race, faith, gender or disability.
Accept and show kindness towards others who may differ from you in
appearance, clothing, interests. Accept the quirks and eccentricities of
others – people are all different and all equally valued in society.
Use social media responsibly and not as a tool to bully or belittle others.

Uphold our high-challenge, low-fear environment
•
•

Never be afraid to have a go at something for fear of ridicule.
Never ridicule others for having a go.

Being a good citizen
•
•

Show respect for your community and environment.
Show kindness and consideration to people in the school and wider
community.

Ready to Learn - Behaviour Expectations
We want students to be Ready to Learn from the moment they arrive at
Wickersley, and uniform, equipment, and punctuality are vitally important
because they demonstrate that students are dressed for business, and in the
right frame of mind to make the best use of their day. Our expectations are
simple and apply to all students, all of the time. These expectations, and the R2L
Attributes, are closely linked to how teachers will award effort grades:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be on time, equipped and correctly dressed.
Listen carefully and quietly to instructions.
Follow staff instructions straight away and without argument.
Respect others and never make fun of someone for having a go.
Respect the school environment.
Bullying is never tolerated – everyone has a right to feel safe and
unthreatened at school.

Ready to Learn - Effort Grades
EFFORT GRADE CRITERIA
Organisation

•
•
•

Always equipped and organised for the lesson.
Homework is completed.
Able to organise own study time.

Resilience

•
•

Actively seeks to find ways to improve their work.
Positively approaches challenges and doesn’t give up easily.

Taking Responsibility

•
•
•

Shows maturity.
Responds well to constructive criticism.
Acts on advice and feedback given to improve work.

Going the Extra Mile

•
•

Often seeks to go above and beyond the demands of the task.
Inquisitive and keen to participate.

Ready to Learn Behaviour

•
•
•
•
•

On time, equipped and smartly dressed.
Never off task.
Listens carefully and quietly to instructions.
Follows staff instructions straight away and without argument.
Respects others in the class.

Outstanding

Good

Always, or almost always,
meets expectations
of behaviour and R2L
attributes.

Meets the expectations
most of the time, and
demonstrates many R2L
attributes.

Coasting
Sometimes meets
expectations,
but inconsistent.
Demonstrates some of
the R2L attributes.

Requires Improvement
Rarely meets
expectations and
demonstrates few of the
R2L attributes.

How effort grades and effort ranking work:
Each teacher awards an effort grade – from “Outstanding” to “Requires
Improvement”, based on the criteria given above. This grade is then converted
into a number: Outstanding = 4, Good = 3, Coasting = 2, Requires Improvement
= 1.
The average effort grade for each student is calculated by dividing the total of
all the grades awarded by the number of subject teachers awarding them. These
average effort grades are then ranked giving the effort ranking for the student.
Teachers will award the effort grades they believe reflect the student’s
performance in their lesson, and must not be swayed by protestations from the
student or parents. Their judgement is subjective but must be based on the
published effort grade criteria.
In theory, it is possible for every student in the school to be “number 1” for effort
if every student gained “Outstanding” effort grades from all their teachers, and
number 1 effort ranking is definitely something within the reach of every student.
You do not need to be the highest achiever to be number 1 in the effort ranking
– grades are awarded purely on effort, not ability.
If 70 students in a year group are number 1 for effort, then the next person down
would be number 71, and so on.

Home School Partnership
We want you as parents to feel that you are a part of the learning journey that
students go through; an effective and positive relationship between school and
parents is crucial to this. As parents, you will want to know what is happening
within school what your child is learning. There will be times throughout each
year where you gain this information through parents evenings, information
evenings and through the annual report. A successful home school partnership
relies on positive relationships being established and maintained between us
and you as parents.

What equipment will students need for school?
Students are expected to bring the following to school:
•
•
•
•
•

School Bag
Pen, Pencil, Ruler, Rubber
Protractor, Compass, Calculator
Relevant exercise books, folders or textbooks for the day
PE kit according to timetabled practical PE lessons

*OBEEJUJPO TUVEFOUTNBZCFBTLFEUPCSJOHBEEJUJPOBMTQFDJGJDFRVJQNFOU GPS
FYBNQMF JOHSFEJFOUTGPSGPPEMFTTPOTBTEJSFDUFECZUIFDMBTTUFBDIFS

Support for Parents
We offer two separate sessions for parents to attend, scheduled dates are
available under the ‘supporting parents’ section of our website.
‘Surviving the teenage years’ offers practical ideas on how best to handle
the challenges the typical teenager brings to a parent as they go through
the teenage years. IT covers topics such as encouraging positive behaviour,
boundaries and consequences, engaging activities, managing first-time
situations and common influences on teenagers. Parents who have attended
have enjoyed the sessions as it was a chance to meet other parents whilst
getting practical tips on how to manage their teenager.
‘Raising confident, happy and capable kids’ discusses how we can best
support our children in the journey to adulthood. Based on the Danish
approach, we discuss the common issues today which are influencing our
children’s happiness whilst discovering how, as parents, you can support them in
order for them to grow into happy, capable and successful adults.

